PS&T COMMITTEE AGENDA
March 6, 2014 ‐ North Conference Room
21630 11th Avenue South – Des Moines 98198
5:30P – 6:50P

1. Approval of minutes of 2/06/2014 meeting
2. Police Volunteer Program Updates
(Discussion Item – 15 min)
Staff will update the Committee on the progress of the current program.
3. Business Watch/Safe Cities Update
(Discussion Item – 15 min)
Staff will update the Committee on surveying businesses along the highway and CPTED
evaluations that will assist the department in providing service.
4. Noise Code Ordinance
(Directional Item – 20 min)
Staff will present a Draft Ordinance updating Public Disturbance Noises Code as well as
adding a section on Chronic Nuisance Properties. Seeking Committee direction and
approval prior to taking to the full Council.
5. CIP Project Updates
(Discussion Item – 25 min)
Staff will provide update and status of various Transportation projects ‐ informational
only as well as letting the Committee know which grants staff will be working on and
applying for this year.

Des Moines City Council PS&T Committee Minutes –2/06/2014
Meeting called to order: 5:43 PM on February 6, 2014, in North Conference Room @ 21630
11th Avenue S, Des Moines WA 98198.
Council Members
Vic Pennington
Jeanette Burrage
Dave Kaplan (arrived @ 6:30 pm)

Other City Staff
Tony Piasecki – City Manager
Dan Brewer – Planning, Building & PW Director
Brandon Carver – Engineering Services Manager
Len Madsen – Special Projects Consultant
Lorri Ericson – Asst. City Manager
Peggy Volin – Admin Asst II

AGENDA:
1. Selection of Committee Chair
2. Approval of Minutes from 12/5/2013 meeting
3. Marina District Community Events Briefing
4. Transportation Gateway – S 216th St Segment 1, Right‐of‐Way
5. LED Street Lighting Policy Discussion
6. Potential State & County Transportation Funding Discussion
MEETING:
1. Selection of Committee Chair: Vic Pennington is the new Committee Chair for 2014‐
2015.
2. Approval of Minutes from 12/5/2013 meeting: Unanimously approved.
3. Marina District Community Events Briefing: Tony Piasecki handed out a draft resolution
that outlined the proposed agreement between the City of Des Moines and Destination
Des Moines. The agreement specifies the responsibilities assumed by Destination Des
Moines and identifies the in‐kind services that will be provided by the City to support
these events which include the Waterland Parade and Fireworks Over Des Moines.
Committee gave approval to take the Resolution to Council at the February 13, 2014
meeting.
4. Transportation Gateway – S 216th St Segment 1, Right‐of‐Way: Brandon Carver
introduced Len Madsen, Special Projects Consultant on the Transportation Gateway
Project who gave a brief history of the project to date. Len then asked for the
Committee’s consideration to shift the limits between Segment 1‐A and Segment 1‐B to
Pacific Highway. The project right lane transition east of Pacific Highway to 29th Avenue
South will be deferred to Segment 1‐B where the lane is planned to be continuous. By
making the proposed shift in limits, it is estimated that the right‐of‐way and

construction costs of Segment 1‐A would be contained or reduced by $600K to $1.2
million.
Staff will seek a proposal from the City’s consulting engineer to adjust the plans,
proceed with the right‐of‐way acquisition and seek grant funding for right‐of‐way and
construction. Right‐of‐way strategies will be to complete acquisition on the north side
of S 216th Street, west of SR99, then progress on the south side as budget and funding
permit.
A motion to approve a scope of work to adjust the project limits and proceed with right‐
of‐way acquisition will be submitted to the full Council for consideration.
5. LED Street Lighting Policy Discussion: Brandon Carver updated the Committee with the
progress of the LED change out program with PSE. In 2013, 345 ‐ 100watt lights were
converted to 54watt LED lights for an annual savings of $15,000. Another 345 lights are
planned for conversion in 2014 followed by 331 light conversions in 2015 for a total of
1,021 lights converted to LED. That leaves a remaining group of 634 – other watt lights
that would be converted at a higher rate due to the larger wattage lights.
Staff will consult with PSE and bring back financial information for this last group of
conversions at a future Committee meeting.
6. Potential State & County Transportation Funding Discussion: Brandon started the
discussion by giving a brief history of transportation funding then went over the
handout that outlined King County’s Transportation District. The outline included the
proposed countywide TBD; revenue sources; distribution and uses of revenue; and the
average household impact. A more detailed discussion was planned at the February 13,
2014 Des Moines Transportation Benefit District meeting.

Adjourned 6:40 pm
Minutes submitted by:
Peggy Volin
Administrative Assistant II
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DES MOINES POLICE DEPARTMENT
21900 11 AVE SOUTH, DES MOINES, WA 98198
Business Phone 206-878-3301

Desk Phone 206-870-7608

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
“Professionalism, Pride, Teamwork, Excellence, Quality Service, Commitment”

Date:

February 27, 2014

To:

George Delgado
Chief of Police

Via:

Bob Bohl
Commander

From:

Doug Jenkins
Professional Standards Sergeant

Re:

Volunteer Program Update

Professional Standards Sergeant Doug Jenkins

In October of 2013 the position of Volunteer Coordinator was re-assigned to the Professional Standards
Sergeant. For several years the Volunteer Coordinator was assigned to a Community Service Officer. I
have met with the Support Services Commander and we have identified several tasks and projects that
could potentially be assigned to a volunteer.
In November of 2013 a new volunteer was hired and given the title of Volunteer Lead. The initial task of
this position is to research how other law enforcement agencies are managing their volunteer programs.
Special emphasis is being given to what projects or programs other agencies are having their volunteers
work on and what training is being provided to volunteers. The initial inquiries have been made and the
Volunteer Lead is in the process of generating a report that will assist us in identifying specific projects
and tasks that can be performed by volunteers.
Once we have identified specific tasks and programs we would like our volunteers to perform, we will
actively recruit new volunteers that have skills directly related to these tasks and programs. Recruiting
will be done through the use of the City Currents newsletter, the City cable TV channel, distribution of
brochures, the local media and the use of social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter.
Currently we have a total of four (4) volunteers. They are doing mostly administrative type work related
to the alarm program. One volunteer also assists with filing in the evidence room. Short term goals of the
Volunteer Program are to hire new volunteers to assist with document scanning and assisting the records
unit by answering the phone and greeting customers at the lobby window. We are also hoping to assign a
few more volunteers to the south station so it can be open more often.

Professional Standards
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Professionalism, Pride, Teamwork,
Excellence, Quality Service, Commitment

Des Moines
Police Department

Memo
To:

George Delgado
Chief of Police

From:
Date:

Barry Sellers
Commander
2/28/2014

Re:

Business Watch Update

In early January 2014, I spoke with CSO Batterman about our desire to create a
business watch program throughout our City. On 1/29/14, I met with Sgt. Wieland
and CSO Batterman to discuss this in more detail and form a plan of action. CSO
Batterman had obviously spent a significant amount of time thinking about this
program, conducting research, and putting together a written plan. He presented
Sgt. Wieland and me his plan. We discussed each step in detail and offered a few
suggestions and additions to the plan. We agreed the initial focus would be on
businesses on Pacific Highway South, from the 21400 block to Kent Des Moines
Road. I asked CSO Batterman to provide me a written update on his progress by
2/12/14.
I have received and reviewed CSO Batterman’s report on his progress with the
program. I have attached his report to this memo for your review.

1
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DES MOINES POLICE DEPARTMENT
OFFICERS REPORT

CASE#

N/A
To

Via

Commander Sellers

Direct

From

Date/Time/Subject

CSO K. Batterman #0706

February 11, 2014 / Pac Hwy Business Activity

During the month of February, I did the following relating to Pacific Hwy Businesses:
·Conducted a lighting survey of Pacific Hwy S from 21400blk to KDM
·Reported 13 streetlights that were out to PSE; repairs underway, some have already been fixed
·Reported one broken streetlight (light fixture missing) to PSE; has already been repaired
·Reported two streetlight poles that had been tagged with graffiti to PSE for cleanup
·Located 17 private properties with existing lighting equipment that was off/not functioning
·Made in-person contact with eight businesses
·Made contact with two businesses via phone or email
·Contacted PW about installing a “No Corner Cutting” sign at Pac Hwy/S 216th
·Contacted Code Enforcement Officer to research business code violation letters recently sent out
·Received two updated Criminal Trespass letters
·Left four Criminal Trespass letters to be completed and returned
·Documented four businesses with graffiti
ACTIVITY DETAIL
1/30/14
Conducted a driving light survey of streets/properties from 21400blk Pac Hwy to KDM; (1 hour, 15 min)
Located 13 City Street Lights Out / one broken:
SLAL8923 – 22800blk Pac Hwy
SLAL9101 – 23000blk Pac Hwy
SLAM1436 – 23100blk Pac Hwy
SLAM1443 – 23000blk Pac Hwy
SLAR4018 – 21800blk Pac Hwy
SLAL8879 – 21800blk Pac Hwy
SLAM8049 – 22600blk Pac Hwy (also had graffiti on pole)
SLAL8774 – 22400blk Pac Hwy (also has graffiti on pole)
SLAL8886 – 22200blk Pac Hwy
SLAL8896 – 22000blk Pac Hwy
SLAN1830 – 21400blk Pac Hwy
SLAN1919 – 21400blk Pac Hwy
SLAN1891 – 21400blk Pac Hwy

Officer Reporting
K. Batterman
DMPD O/R 1/97

Serial No.
#0706

Supervisor Reporting

Serial No.
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DES MOINES POLICE DEPARTMENT
OFFICERS REPORT CONTINUATION
CASE#

N/A
SLAN1892 – No light fixture on pole

Located 17 private properties with existing light equipment that was off/not functioning:
21401 Safeway – 7 lights throughout parking lot out
21606 Winston 99 – no lights on
21624/21628/21630 (old Sunny’s) – only one exterior light working – flickering
21635 Airport Video – No parking lot lights on
21665 Spa Warehouse – No parking lot lights on
22247 Smoke N Cool (Old Rainier Mart) – Only one exterior light functioning
22323 Citadel Church – Multiple parking lot lights out
22419 LA Olsen Construction Bldg – Several lights out all sides of building
22613 Pacific Ridge Bldg – no exterior/parking lot lights on at all; (graffiti on bldg)
22625 All Smiles – all lights under awning off and light on SW corner above door out
22815 Sav-on Insurance Bldg – no exterior lights on
22855 La Bontana (Midway Casino) – No exterior/parking lot lights on
23003 Walgreens – 2 lights in NE corner of lot out; no lights in drive thru on (9 fixtures)
23200 Midway Doughnuts – Only one exterior light on
23040 Heritage Plaza - Several exterior lights on W side out; broken fixtures on E side
Documentation of lighting survey & reported streetlights out to PSE via Intolight repair website (1hour)
2/5/14 & 2/6/14
Made contact with businesses along Pac Hwy (5 Hours):
1) 21401 Pacific Hwy S; Safeway – Store Manager Justin Ruud
·Updated business contact info/trespass letter
·Notified about parking lot lights not functioning – will repair
·Concerns: Homeless/panhandlers; tweakers; Bus stop /7-11
·5am-7am is most concerning time – right when they open up, people coming off highs
·Loss Prevention: 40 hrs a week, split between Redondo & 216th Store
·5pm-1am - Securitas uniformed security makes 4 patrols of property/store (presence)
·Likes idea of Facebook group page – would use it
·Would attend quarterly meeting / would like newsletter
2) 21449 Pacific Hwy S; Sunmart 1 – Manager John G & Binder
·Owner Deep Bains lives in Omak – Gas only, no store; owns another station in Kent
·Left trespass letter
·Needles in property
·Trespass / Vandalism
·Won’t use Facebook, doubt will attend meetings

Officer Reporting
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Officer Reporting
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DES MOINES POLICE DEPARTMENT
OFFICERS REPORT CONTINUATION
CASE#

N/A
·Corner cutting 4pm-7pm from Pac Hwy to S 216th
3) 21615 Pacific Hwy S; Bartell Drug – Store Manager
·Left trespass letter & emergency contact letter
·Biggest issue is shoplifting
·Will not use online reporting, takes too much time – will call 911 every time
·Will not attend meetings; would probably look at Facebook group page
4) 21621 Pac Hwy; Blumenthal Uniforms – Store Manager Apryl Stewart
·Left trespass letter & emergency contact letter
·Concerns are Shoplift & begging/panhandling in the parking lot
·Definitely would attend quarterly meeting if training was offered
·Wants training in merchant rights when it comes to shoplifting
·Would use Facebook group page
·Can probably host meetings at corporate office 208th/Pac
5) 21425 Pacific Hwy S; Subway – Met with shift manager
·Left trespass letter & emergency contact letter
·Will have General Manager Michelle contact me
·Drug use in bathroom
·Would use Facebook group page
6) 22247 Pacific Hwy S; Smoke N Cool
·Verified business contact info was correct
·Owner was not in
·Building is owned by Citadel Church
7) 22323 Pacific Hwy S; Citadel Church
·Unable to make contact with anyone
8) 21606 Pacific Hwy S; Winston 99 – Manager Kite Van
·Verified business contact info was correct
·Discussed lack of lighting on driving survey- determined it was a timer issue
9) 23100 Pacific Hwy S; Midway Soundview Center
·Spoke with Property Manager Vanessa Murphy, SUHRCO Management, via phone
·Issues were TFA in parking lot
·Received her contact info via email
·Will follow up and meet tenants
Officer Reporting
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DES MOINES POLICE DEPARTMENT
OFFICERS REPORT CONTINUATION
CASE#

N/A
·Emailed trespass letter to be completed
10) 23003 Pacific Hwy S; Walgreens
·Emailed with Corporate Loss Prevention Director for Walgreens
·Obtained District Corporate LP Contact
·Reported lights out to facilities
11) 22419 Pacific Hwy S; Open Door Baptist Church
·Spoke with the Pastor while at another business about TFAs in parking lot
·Discussed business watch and other crime prevention techniques
·Provided him my contact info for further follow-up

Officer Reporting
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3.6.2014 PS&T Agenda – Item #4
Timothy A. George, Assistant City Attorney
21630 11th Avenue S, Suite C
Des Moines, WA 98198
206.870.6553
Fax: 206.870.6872

OFFICE OF THE
DES MOINES
CITY ATTORNEY

Date:

February 27, 2014

To:

Public Safety & Transportation Committee

From:

Tim George, Assistant City Attorney

Re:

Noise Code and Chronic Nuisance Properties Ordinance

The City Attorney's Office in conjunction with the Police Department are recommending
changes to the Public Disturbance Noise Ordinance found in Chapter 7.36 DMMC as well as to
add a new section entitled "Chronic Nuisance Properties". The changes consist of the
following:
Public Disturbance Noise Ordinance
•Amend definition of "Specific public disturbance noise" to clarify, update, and allow
for more effective enforcement.
•Add content neutral language to promote equal and fair enforcement.
•Change penalty from $25 fine to graduating penalty starting at $103 and moving to
potentialcriminal citation after 3rd violation within one year period.
Chronic Nuisance Properties
•Proposed new section modeled off City of Everett to combat problem nuisance
properties.
•Provides concise and discernible definition of Nuisance Activity and the requirements
needed to declare a property a Chronic Nuisance.
•Provides a uniform procedure for the Chief of Police to declare a property a Chronic
Nuisance and details notice requirements.
•Creates civil penalties for failure to remedy nuisance or failure to comply with
enforcement procedures.
•Creates criminal penalties for permitting a chronic nuisance once the property has
been designated.

Chapter 7.36
PUBLIC DISTURBANCE NOISES
Sections
7.36.010 Definitions.
7.36.020 Public disturbance noises- Prohibition- Exceptions.
7.36.030 Penalty.
Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to control noise in a manner which promotes commerce; the use,
value, and enjoyment of property; sleep and repose; and the quality of the environment.
7.36.010 Definitions.
(1) Use of Words and Phrases. As used in this chapter, unless the context or subject matter clearly
requires otherwise, the words or phrases defined in this section shall have the indicated meanings.
(2) "Specific public disturbance noises" means:
(a) The creation of frequent, repetitive, or continuous noise or sounds that emanate from a
strusture that unreasonably disturbs. annoys. or interferes with peace and comfort of the owners
or possessors of real property, including but not limited to, sounds from musical instruments,
audio sound systems, band sessions, yelling. or social gatherings;
{b) Sound from motor vehicle audio sound systems, insluding but not limited to, tape players,
radios, and sompast diss players, operated at volumes so as to be audible greater than 100 feet
from the vehicle itself;
(c) Sound from portable audio equipment, insl1:1ding but not limited to, tape players, radios, and
sompast diss players, operated at a volume so as to be audible greater than 100 feet from the
source, and if not operated upon the property of the operator. [Ord. 1072 § 1, 1993.]
7.36.020 Public disturbance noises- Prohibition- Exceptions.
(1) No person shall cause, and no person in possession of real property, a motor vehicle, or portable
audio equipment shall allow specific public disturbance noises as defined in this ordinance to originate
from such sources.
(2) The provisions of this section shall not apply to:
(a) Sounds from public safety or emergency vehicles or equipment, including, but not limited to,
police, fire protection, and ambulances;
{b) Sounds resulting from city-approved community events. [Ord. 1072 § 2, 1993.]

(3) The content of the sound or noise will not be considered in determining a violation of this chapter.

7.36.030 Penalty.
A violation of or failure to comply with this chapter is punished as follows:
(1) A first violation within a 12-calendar-month period is a class &-civil infraction.
(2) A second and subsequent violation within a 12-calendar-month period is a class &j_civil infraction.
(3) A third or subsequent violation within a 12-calendar-month period is a misdemeanor.
[Ord. 1072 § 3, 1993.]

NEW SECTION

Chapter 9.64
CHRONIC NUISANCE PROPERTIES
Sections:
9.64.010 Intent.
9.64.020 Definitions.
9.64.030 Determination of chronic nuisance-Notice and demand.
9.64.040 Violation- Penalty.
9.64.050 Enforcement-City attorney.
9.64.060 Continuing nuisance activities-Permitting a chronic nuisance.
9.64.070 Diversion.
9.64.010 Intent.
People should be able to enjoy ownership, use and possession of property without negative interference
from chronic nuisance properties. The intent of the Des Moines city council is to prevent and abate
nuisances, declare what shall be a nuisance, and abate the same, and to impose fines upon parties who
create, continue, or allow nuisances to exist.
9.64.020 Definitions.
For purposes of this chapter:

A. A "chronic nuisance property'' is:
1. Property that, within any sixty-day period:
a. Has had three or more nuisance activities occur or exist upon the property; or

(3) The content of the sound or noise will not be considered in determining a violation of this chapter.
b. Has had three or more nuisance activities occur within two hundred feet of the property
that involve the person in charge of the property and/or any person associated with the
person in charge of the property; or
c. Has had either nuisance activities occur or exist upon the property or has had nuisance
activities occur within two hundred feet that involved the person in charge of the property
and/or any person associated with the person in charge of the property for a combined
total of three or more times.
2. For the purposes of this section and Section 9.64.030(C), a person is associated with the
person in charge of the property if he/she is on the property or within two hundred feet of the
property as a guest or invitee of the person in charge of the property.
B. "Nuisance activity" means:
1. Any of the following activities, behaviors or conduct:
a. Nuisances as defined in RCW 7.48.120.
b. Public disturbance noises as defined in Chapter 7.36 DMMC.
c. Any attempt, solicitation or conspiracy to commit any of the above activities, behaviors
or conduct.
2. Activities, behavior or conduct that is contrary to any of the following city of Des Moines
regulatory codes:
a. Business Licenses, Taxes, Regulations (DMMC Title 5).
b. Health and Sanitation (DMMC Title 7).
c. Animals (DMMC Title 8).
d. Buildings and Construction (DMMC Title 14).
e. Environment (DMMC Title 16).
f. Subdivision (DMMC Title 17).
g. Zoning (DMMC Title 18).
9.64.030 Determination of chronic nuisance-Notice and demand.

property, he may independently review such reports to determine whether the property is a chronic
nuisance property as defined in this chapter.
B. If, following the review described in subsection A of this section, the chief of police determines that the
property is a chronic nuisance property, he shall notify the person in charge of the property in writing that
the property is a chronic nuisance property and demand that he/she cease and desist from allowing
nuisance activities, as defined in this chapter, to continue.
1. The notice and demand shall contain substantially the following information:
a. The name and address of the person to whom the letter is issued;
b. The location of the subject property by address or other description sufficient for
identification of the subject property;
c. A statement that the chief of police has determined the property to be a chronic
nuisance property;
d. A concise description of the documented nuisance activities upon which the
determination was based;
e. A warning that there is potential civil and/or criminal liability for continuing to allow
nuisance activities, as defined in this chapter, to occur upon and/or within two hundred
feet of the property; and
f. Name and telephone number of the police department representative who is
responsible for handling inquiries from the person in charge of the property or others with
an interest in the property.
2. The notice and demand shall be served by means of personal service, or by mailing a copy of
the notice to the person in charge of the property at his/her last known address, certified mail
return receipt requested, or by posting a copy of the notice and demand conspicuously upon the
subject property.
3. Proof of service shall be made by a written declaration under penalty of perjury by the person
effecting the service, declaring the time and date of service and the manner by which service was
made.
4. A copy of the notice and demand shall be served upon the owner at the address shown on the
tax rolls of the county in which the property is located and/or the occupant at the address of the
property, if these persons are different than the person in charge of the property.

A. When the chief of police receives police reports documenting the existence of a chronic nuisance
C. The chief of police may refer the matter to the city attorney for enforcement if, within a six-month period
from issuance of the notice and demand, the chief of police receives an additional police report
documenting the occurrence of a nuisance activity:
1. Upon the property; or
2. Within two hundred feet of the property and involving the person in charge of the property or
any person associated with the person in charge of the property.
9.64.040 Violation-Penalty.

A. Any property within the city that is a chronic nuisance property is in violation of this chapter and subject
to the remedies described herein, as well as any other remedy authorized in the Des Moines Municipal
Code.
B. Any person in charge of property that is a chronic nuisance property is in violation of this chapter and
subject to the remedies described herein, as well as any other remedy authorized in the Des Moines
Municipal Code, unless he/she can show that he/she is in compliance with a written plan of action that
he/she has entered into with the city to abate the nuisance, as described in Section 9.64.070.
9.64.050 Enforcement-City attorney.

A. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Des Moines Municipal Code, the city attorney, on behalf of
the city, is authorized to take appropriate action to enforce compliance with the provisions of this chapter.
Said enforcement action may include, but is not limited to, any of the following remedies:
1. Issuance of a civil violation under Chapter 1.28. A civil violation issued for a violation of the
provisions of this chapter may include in its corrective action suspension or revocation of any
license issued under DMMC Title.§; or
2. Issuance of a class 1 civil infraction under Chapter 1.24. Each day that a nuisance occurs is a
separate offense.
3. Application to any court of competent jurisdiction for injunction, mandamus or other appropriate
action or proceeding to prevent continuing nuisance activities at the property and/or restraining
any person from violating any of the provisions of this chapter and compelling compliance with
the provisions herein. The person shall pay all city costs of seeking such relief in the event the
city is successful in obtaining the relief.
B. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prevent or prohibit the city from pursuing immediate relief
from nuisance activities at a property by any other means available by law. Enforcement provisions
provided in this chapter shall not be deemed exclusive and the city may pursue any remedy or relief it
deems appropriate.

C. The failure to prosecute and/or convict an individual for the violation(s) constituting the nuisance
activities is not a defense to an action under this chapter.
9.64.060 Continuing nuisance activities-Permitting a chronic nuisance.

A. It shall be unlawful for any person to permit a chronic nuisance.
B. Permitting a chronic nuisance occurs when a person:
1. Has been issued a violation citation under this chapter; and
2. Has allowed any additional nuisance activity on the property within sixty days of issuance of
the violation citation; and
3. At the time the additional nuisance activity occurred, the violation citation had not resulted in a
hearing examiner's order.
C. Permitting a chronic nuisance is a misdemeanor.
D. Each nuisance activity that is allowed on the property as described in this section shall constitute a
separate offense.
E. It shall be a defense to permitting a chronic nuisance if the person in charge of the property can show
that he/she is in compliance with a written plan of action that he/she has entered into with the city to abate
the nuisance, as described in Section 9.64.070.
9.64.070 Diversion.
If satisfied of the good faith of the person in charge of the property, the city attorney, in coordination with
the chief of police, may enter into a stipulated agreement and/or order for abatement of nuisance
activities with the person in charge of the property.
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2014 Transportation CIP Update
Projects in Construction phase

Status/Comment

South 216th Segment 2 (18th ‐ 24th)
24th Ave South (216th ‐ 208th)
Citywide Arterial Safety Improvements (year 2 of 3)

punch list, planning for ribbon cutting
detention vaults being installed, underground utility work
Markings year 2 and street name sign upgrades year 2 scheduled for summer/fall

Projects in ROW phase

Status/Comment

South 216th Segment 1a (24th ‐ SR‐99)
* Barnes Creek Trail

Projects in Design phase
* Saltwater State Park Bridge ‐ Siesmic Retrofit
MVD Crosswalk Improvments Phase 2 ‐ (225th and 222nd)
24th Ave South ‐ Midway Elementary Sidewalks
Guardrail repairs
Sidewalk and Curb ramp improvements
South 224th Street (Pac Hwy ‐ 30th Ave S)
16th Ave South Segment 5a (272nd ‐ 276th)
* South 216th Segment 3 (11th ‐ 18th)
Driver Feedback Signs

Projects in planning/development phase
* Redondo Area Parking Management Study
* Pavement Management Program
MVD and South 240th Street Intersection Improvement

Parcel 48 in negotiations, KPG supplement to Council on 3/13/14 for remaining ROW support
working with WSDOT, alignement being identified through survey

Status/Comment
Design underway, construction fall 2014
Design and construct in 2014
Design underway
requesting qoutes for repairs on MVD/10th Ave S section (near Redondo)
collecting field data on 7th Avenue sidewalks
Design in 2014, not started yet
Design in late 2014, not started yet
Task order for council approval scheduled for 3/27/14 for preliminary design
requesting qoutes with vendors

Status/Comment
Task order for council approval scheduled for 3/27/14 to start study
Plan to seek qoutes for systemwide database update in Spring/Summer 2014
Possibly get 15% level design to determine ROW impacts in advance of redevelopment of NE corner

2014 ‐ Anticpated grant applications for Transportation

Granting Agency/Source

South 216th Segment 1a (24th ‐ SR‐99)
South 216th Segment 1a (24th ‐ SR‐99)
South 216th Segment 1a (24th ‐ SR‐99)
Pavement Management Program
South 216th Segment 3 (11th ‐ 18th)
MVD and South 240th Street Intersection Improvement
South 268th Street (16th ‐ 19th)

FHWA (STP) ‐ Remainder of ROW funds
Freight Mobility and Strategic Investment Board (FMSIB) ‐ portion of construction funding
Public Works trust Fund Loan (PWTF) ‐ portion of construction funding
FHWA (STP) ‐ Preservation ‐ Rehabilitation of South 223rd Street
Transportation Improvement Board (TIB) ‐ complete design and construction
Transportation Improvement Board (TIB) ‐ complete design and construction
Safe Routes to School (WSDOT) ‐ design and construction

